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ABSTRACT

Small businesses across America are having restrictions placed upon them due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Those fortunate enough to remain open now face the challenge of trying to generate enough revenue to stay afloat. Small businesses, with their lack of funds, have resorted to listing their safety precautions on their front door to inform patrons. However, viewing these rules would require patrons to leave their homes. Additionally, there is no consistent set of rules being enforced by the government which is dangerous as some patrons may feel that stricter procedures be in place. These inconsistencies and lack of information can lead to patrons being afraid of visiting stores which then harms revenue. To better recognize what precautions each business is taking the MyCovidSafeTown (MCST) app was developed to allow users (i.e., patrons) to find any registered small businesses in the area and inform them of the COVID-19 safety precautions being taken.
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1. Introduction

With the pandemic expecting to last over a year, businesses and patrons are being forced to adapt to the new environment. For patrons specifically, this includes worrying about what safety precautions are being taken by local businesses or if these businesses are even open at this very moment. Businesses, small ones especially, are also facing challenges such as operating with less staff and operating for fewer hours. Large businesses will have enough stored income to continue operating while searching for ways to adapt. Small businesses however, in a study done by Alexander W. Bartik, it was reported that 75% of businesses that participated in the survey only had enough income stored to last a maximum of two months [1]. It is important that these businesses continue to get a steady flow of patrons into their stores as failure to do so means closure.

Patrons, having been in lockdown for several months now, would like to frequent stores again. This does not mean that they are willing to risk their lives or the lives of their families simply so that they can visit a store. If a patron enters a store which does not take anti-COVID-19 precautions (e.g., requiring face masks if inside the store, sterilizing all frequently touched items, and dining outside to allow proper airflow) then that store is gambling away the lives of their patrons. In addition, if patrons do not know the policies a store is using to protect its patrons, then it is the equivalent of there being no policies at all. Fear plays an important role in deciding whether visiting a store is worth the risk of death. Thus, informing patrons of which stores are including anti-COVID-19 practices and reducing that level of fear is important. This raises the question of how such information will be spread.

In response to this, MyCovidSafeTown (MCST) was developed with the intention of informing the patron of COVID-19 related information and how small businesses are changing
to accommodate the new normal. If a patron wants to check if a business is open or what precautions said business is taking, then MCST is designed to show that. In addition, should a patron want to ask questions (e.g., Asking if a certain item is in stock, or if the store takes reservations.) MCST allows for this through email and phone calls. MCST provides patrons with the information they require by connecting them with the small businesses that lack the advertisement funds needed to convey that information. Ultimately the goal of the app is to show what stores are open near the patron and how it is keeping its patrons safe from the pandemic.

2. Methods

Before creating the app, its design must be planned out first. This involved developing a wireframe for the app. A wireframe is simply a mock-up of how the app is planned to look and function once it is in development [2][3]. This allows us to see how pages will look and reduces the need to think about design later at the implementation stage of development. Here, the focus is on making sure the user has the visual clarity to see all the app’s functions while also having all the tools a user might need when using an app like this.

An example of how visual clarity is planned for is in Figure 1 in which the landing page can be seen. The landing page is the first page a user will see when they open the app. This is also the page which has the most diverting paths available to navigate from and thus it is important to make sure the user can see all of these paths and understands what each button within their first few seconds of arriving at this app. If the user does not understand what to do at any page of this wireframe, then the design has failed to assist the user. However, it is because this is a wireframe that improvements can be made to the design during or even before implementation of the app.
Figure 1 & 2. Welcome Page & Login Page: Wireframe versions of the Welcome and Login page. The Welcome Page is essentially the landing page of the app and the first thing the user would see. The Login Page is the next page a Vendor would see after clicking “log In” on the Welcome Page.
Figure 3 & 4. Browsing Page & Store Page: Wireframe versions of the Browsing and Store page. The Browsing Page is how users can select the store they are interested in finding. The Store Page displays all the information a user could want when viewing their desired store.

Looking at the figures above, we see Figure 1 which is the starting page in which the user can Login, Register, and Browse the app. Figure 2 is just a quick view of how the login will look. As a quick aside, all these pages have a menu bar near the top of the screen which allow for additional options. The next is Figure 3 which showcases how a user would find a store that they interested in and when they click on one they like they are directed to Figure 4. Figure 4 is
simply a store page which includes hours of operation and Covid-19 precautions which is the entire reason for this app in the first place. After having constructed the wireframe, next was to do surveys to see how an audience would react to the app.

2.1. Wireframe Survey Results

Surveys are a very important part of developing an app. Without surveys there would not be a reliable way to gauge user interest in the product being made. The product could be perfect and have absolutely no bugs, but if there is no interest in the product it will not be used. It is for this reason that surveys were conducted for this app after development of the wireframe and after completing the app. The following figures are results achieved after showcasing the wireframe of the app.

![Q2 Do you own a business?](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ANSWER CHOICES</th>
<th>RESPONSES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. Question 2 of wireframe survey: This question asks if the user owns a business. Given that the app is designed for both vendors and patrons, it is important to get the opinions of both type of users.
Figure 6. Question 3 of wireframe survey: This question asks users to rate the quality of the app’s design. Without this we would not be able to gauge how users feel about the appearance of the app. Here we can see there are mixed opinions and thus the app needs a few improvements.
Looking at the survey, we can see that there is interest in the app, however its design could use some improvements. These are results we would not have been able to improve upon without the help of these survey participants. Having discussed all these Figures it now becomes apparent that being able to navigate through each of the pages is just as important as the appearance of the pages individually. This is discussed in the next section.
3. Models

While wireframes are great for testing appearance and visual clarity, they are not great for viewing the structure of the app. To accomplish this, we must rely on models like sitemaps and other Unified Modeling Language (UML) Diagrams. UML Diagrams are general purpose diagrams with the intention of allowing the developer and users of the app to easily see the app’s workflow [4]. Looking at the Sitemap presented in Figure 8, the flow of the app can be seen forming. This is indicative of how the final app will look while also allowing for changes to be made prior to the final product. For example, in Figure 8 we can see a user starting on the Landing page and then potentially clicking on Login. Assuming the user then logs in, he/she will then have access to the Edit Profile, View Vendor Page, and Browse pages.

![Sitemap Diagram](image)

Figure 8. Sitemap: Shows the planned routes for accessing the site. Without this we would not know what page leads where. Essentially the blueprints of the app.

A Sitemap is also not the only diagram needed when designing an app. In the case of this specific app, it requires data to be stored and then called upon frequently. To do this a database is needed and another diagram is needed to map out what is going to be on that database. In Figure
we can see that the database is split into two tables with one being the User Account for the vendors and another table for the businesses. Both of which contain several details like names and contact information which will be needed when viewing the store pages in the later portions of the app. After this has been accomplished the app can begin development.

Figure 9. Diagram of the Database Structure: Shows how the database looks like from the back end. Without this we would not know what to store in the database and might even waste space on useless information.

4. Implementation

To implement an app a few details must be discussed first. Mainly the platform and coding language must be established along with any programs that are being used. This app was designed for android and thus uses Android Studio [5]. Android Studio uses both Java and eXtensible Markup Language (XML). In addition to all of this it also uses features outside of the app. For example, SQLite is used as a database and in addition calling, email, and GPS features were added which require other apps from the phone. These all required allowing specific permissions like Google’s API for GPS. Fortunately, since Android Studio is the main program used for developing apps it allows for these permissions to be implemented through its program alone except for a few API codes that needed to be transferred. The next section will discuss different parts of the app and how they have been implemented.
4.1. Browse Page

The Browse Page, of which we see the code for in Figure 10, shows the toolbar used in addition to the different buttons that will be used to pass filters depending on the button pressed. If the user presses “Button1” then the search results will filter for Restaurants specifically. This applies to the three other buttons which each filter for different types of stores. The final results can be seen in Figure 14.

![Code for the Browse Page](image)

Figure 10. Code for the Browse Page: Shows how the different buttons operate and what filter they pass on to the search results page.
4.2. Search Page

The search page is the code see in Figure 11. In it we can see how the data gets sorted into a results page seen in Figure 15. The two more important takeaways from this code are how we retrieve the data from the database and store it into multiple arrays. These arrays are then all called together at Index 1 then Index 2 and so on. The rows we see in the Figure 15 are all one row duplicated with the information from the arrays swap out each time.

```java
//Database
myDB = new DatabaseHelper( context, SearchResults.this);
businessName = new ArrayList<>();
description = new ArrayList<>();
phoneNumber = new ArrayList<>();
emailBus = new ArrayList<>();
bImage = new ArrayList<>();
bImage2 = new ArrayList<>();
CovidInfo = new ArrayList<>();
bStreet = new ArrayList<>();
bState = new ArrayList<>();
bCity = new ArrayList<>();
storeDataInArrays();

Adaptor = new Adaptor( context, SearchResults.this, businessName, description, phoneNumber, emailBus, bImage, bImage2, CovidInfo, bStreet, bState, bCity);
recyclerView.setAdapter(Adaptor);
recyclerView.setLayoutManager(new LinearLayoutManager( context, SearchResults.this));

Intent intent = getIntent();
type = intent.getStringExtra(“SearchButtons.Type”);
//search for correct row to search in database (getallbusdata)

void storeDataInArrays()
{
    Cursor cursor = myDB.getBusDataFilter(type);
    Cursor cursor = myDB.readAllData();
    if(cursor.getCount()==0){
        Toast.makeText( context, text: ”No Data found”, Toast.LENGTH_SHORT).show();
    } else {
        // I = BusinessName, 2 = owner, 3 = type, 4 = Covid Info, 5 = EmailBus, 6 = Phone number, 7 =
        while (cursor.moveToNext()){
            businessName.add(cursor.getString( columnindex: 1));
            emailBus.add(cursor.getString( columnindex: 5));
            phoneNumber.add(cursor.getString( columnindex: 6));
            description.add(cursor.getString( columnindex: 11));
            bImage.add(cursor.getString( columnindex: 3));
            bImage2.add(cursor.getString( columnindex: 13));
            CovidInfo.add(cursor.getString( columnindex: 14));
            bStreet.add(cursor.getString( columnindex: 4));
            bState.add(cursor.getString( columnindex: 2));
            bCity.add(cursor.getString( columnindex: 8));
        }
    }
}
```

Figure 11. Code for the Search Page: Shows all the information from the database is stored as arrays the called-on row by row.
4.3. Store Page

The final store page is simply a collection of different buttons and text. That is not to say this page is not important as it also has the most features for the patron than any other page as it can call, email, and issue a GPS command to the store of your choosing. In addition, it also contains any information a patron might want.

```
getAndSetIntentData();

phone_input.setOnClickListener{(view) -> {
    String phone = getIntent().getStringExtra("bPhone");
    String s = "tel:" + phone;
    Intent intent = new Intent(Intent.ACTION_DIAL);
    intent.setData(Uri.parse(s));
    startActivity(intent);
}};

gps_input.setOnClickListener{(view) -> {
    //Note: Turn gps location all into one string, replace spaces with %
    String gpsline1 = getIntent().getStringExtra("bStreet");
    gpsline1.replaceAll(" ", "%");
    String gpsline2 = getIntent().getStringExtra("bCity");
    String gpsline3 = getIntent().getStringExtra("bState");
    String combo = gpsline1 + ", " + gpsline2 + ", " + gpsline3;
    Intent intent = new Intent(Intent.ACTION_VIEW);
    intent.setData(Uri.parse("geo:0,0?q=" + combo));
    startActivity(intent);
}};

eMail_input.setOnClickListener{(view) -> {
    String email = getIntent().getStringExtra("bEmail");
    Intent intent = new Intent(Intent.ACTION_SENDTO);
    intent.setData(Uri.parse("mailto: +email");
    startActivity(intent);
}};
```

Figure 12. Code for the Store Page: This code specifically shows how the GPS, Email, and Call buttons operate.
5. Results

In the following Figures we can see how the front-end patron side of the app turned out. The patron side does not have access to editing any businesses and can only search for and view stores they might have an interest in. They can, however, call the business from the app, email the business, and GPS to the business they selected.

Figure 13 & 14. Landing Page and the Browse Page: These are the final results of how the Landing Page and Browse Page look.
Figure 15 & 16. Search Page and the Store Page: These are the final results of how the Search Page and Store Page look.

Figure 17. Additional Features: In the top menu of most pages an “About Us” and “Help” page have been added which can be viewed on most pages of the app. Can be identified by the three-vertical ellipsis.
Figure 18. Button Showcase: Shows the calling, email, and GPS feature at the bottom of Store page.

Figure 17 and 18 were added to showcase some additional features that were added that extend beyond what was shown during the wireframe. Overall, the user should be able to acquire any and all information they might be interested in through this app and any additional information can be found by contacting the business.

6. User Surveys

After having implemented the app then did another round of surveys to see how users perceived the app.

Figure 19. Question 2: Shows the results of how many people were business owners in the survey. It seems that we again could not get many business owners to reply to this survey.
Figure 20. Question 3: Shows the results of how frequently people would use the app according to our survey. It seems that though most people would only use it one or two times a month the second highest rated answer showed that some people would use it weekly. At the very least this shows that the app has a lot of interest.
On a scale of 1 (worst)-5 (Best), please rate the overall quality of the application with respect to its ease of use, Navigation, and design appeal.

Answered: 28  Skipped: 0

Figure 21. Question 4: Shows the results of how survey users would rate the quality of the app. It seems that the app was well received and thus can be useful in a real environment.
On a scale of 1 (Not helpful) - 5 (Very helpful), Do you think this app would be helpful in a Covid-19 recovery phase?

Answered: 28     Skipped: 0

Figure 22. Question 5: Shows the results of how survey users would rate the usefulness of the app in a Covid-19 world. It seems that the app was liked and can help people in a real environment.
Figure 23. Question 6: Shows the comments of survey users. It seems they understood the intention of the app and many even have recommendations on how to improve the app.

It seems that overall, the User Surveys saw the app as helpful and worth using. It also seems that given the current Covid-19 world we live in, there is no version of the app that has already been implemented and thus would be used quite frequently. The survey results have also led to further developments that can be made with the app as seen in the first comment in Figure 23.

7. Conclusion

The app was designed with the intention of informing users of how small businesses are taking steps to protect their patrons while also informing the patrons of any changes made to small businesses that have been impacted by Covid-19. This includes methods like being able to see if a small business is closed or if its hours have changed where a patron might have had to walk to the store and view its hours posted on the front door to find out if it’s going to be open tomorrow. Although the app is still missing features that require additional time investment, the basic features and intention of the app was achieved. After having viewed the surveys it seems the participants of the survey also recognize the intention of the app and its goal. The app itself
was designed to start out small scaled but has the backbone to grow as it becomes more popular. What started out as an app covering the Montclair region can very easily be used on a nationwide level and any browsing limitations can easily be implemented upon and updated. This app truly has the potential to grow and help thousands of people who fear leaving their homes in America.
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